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is quite correctly described as an a-declension. Even the
few surviving i- and z^-bases follow it. Thus, the word go$r\
a grass-seller, follows this declension, although it must be
referred to a Sanskrit f-base *gJia$in-. The typical declension
in the modern language is as follows:	
Singular.	Plural.
Norn.,	Mr, a thief.	&»>*.
Dat.	feii'ras.	fe&ran.
Instr. and Ag.  (Mr*), &uran.	titirav.
Abl.	(&ttri)9 feitra.	fewrav.
It will be observed that, as in Prakrit, the dative is
represented by the old genitive (comsya^ corassa; cdrdnam,
edjwia). The forms in brackets given for the instr. and abl.
singular are nowadays described as ' old formsJ and occur only
in special words and idioms. The ^-termination is to be
referred to the Prakrit -hi. The instrumental and agent case
is everywhere only a special form of the case which. I call the
ablative. The latter is used in. many senses, and its use
closely corresponds to that of the Latin ablative. Like that,
it is frequently governed by a postposition corresponding' to
the Latin preposition. In such circumstances it corresponds
to the general oblique case of Hindi nouns, and may, itself,
also be called the * oblique case', as is occasionally done in
these pages.
In the old Apabhramsa dialect current in Kashmir before
the birth of Kashmiri the nominative and accusative singular
of «-bases, masculine and neuter, ended in -n. Thus, in the
first two verses of the ancient Kashmir Apabhramsa work
entitled the MaJidrtha-pTakd$a, we have paru for paratn;
ghasmaru for gkasmarah; bkairu for bliairavah ; and caiku for
cakram. This termination survived into Lalla's time, for she
bos paramu for par am a/i in v. 77.
We have interesting survivals of the oldest form of the
modern dative singular. In v. 22, Lalla treats the word
dtma, self, as an ^-base, and gives it a genitive atmase (m. c.
for dtmd$i)t which I explain as a contraction of ^dtnassa^ with
. a survival of the original y of *alma&ya^—Kashmiri pro-
nunciation *dlwd$,—in the final i; or possibly she may

